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ABSTRACf 
Observations of CS {7-+6) emission reveal a ;;a.3A0 core, 1.8X 104 AU in size, surrounding the FU Orionis 
binary system RNO 1B/1C. Fractional chemical abundances, calculated from LVG and LTE codes, are 
mostly similar to those in the cold core TMC 1. However, values for Si0/H2 and CH30H!H2 are enhanced, 
possibly by sputtering reactions or grain-grain collisions in tile outflow associated with the young stars. 
Aperture syntllesis maps of tile 2.6 and 3.1 mm continuum emission at -5" and -9" resolution, 
respectively, reveal that RNO 1C is surrounded by a flattened, dusty envelope, -SOOOAU in size, witll mass 
;;;.1.1 A 0 . High spatial resolution ( -3'1 interferometer observations of CS (2-+ 1) emission may trace the 
dense walls of ail outflow cavity comprised of two concentric arcs with dynamical ages of 4X103 and 
1 X 104 yr. The velocity structure of lower density gas imaged in the CO (1-+0) transition is consistent witll 
the arcs being formed by two energetic FU Orionis outbursts. Each event may have imparted more tllan 4 
A 0 km s-1 to the outflow, implying outburst mass loss rates of -10-4 A 0 yr-1• It appears that RNO 1C 
is probably the driving source for the outflow and tllat, while pre-main sequence stars are in tile FU Orionis 
stage, outbursts may dominate botll outflow morphology and energetics. 
1. INfRODUCTION 
FU Orionis objects (FUors) may represent a pivotal stage 
in tile evolution of solar mass pre-main sequence stars. They 
are characterized by a sudden increase in visual brightness of 
5-6 mag witll a much slower decline, and possess distinctive 
spectral signatures; the Ha and Na I D lines exhibit P Cygni 
profiles with a suppressed emission component, while ab-
sorption linewidtlls and spectral type vary with wavelength 
and often show a "double-peaked" structure (Herbig 1977, 
1989; Hartmann & Kenyon 1987; Welty et al. 1992; Hart-
mann et aL 1993). FUors also display distinctive arcuate re-
flection nebulae and large infrared excesses (Goodrich 1987). 
Many of tlleir observed properties have been interpreted in 
terms of an elevated rate of accretion through a circumstellar 
disk onto a T Tauri star (Hartmann & Kenyon 1985, 1987). 
The number of detected FUor outbursts suggests tile phe-
nomenon is repetitive, with stars in tile T Tauri stage of evo-
lution undergoing up to 100 outbursts over -106 yr (Herbig 
1977, 1989; Hartmann 1992). This hypothesis is supported 
by observations of outflows from young stellar objects 
(Reipurth 1992; McMuldroch et al. 1993). 
The main core of tile dark cloud L1287, located some 850 
pc distant, contains the cometary nebula GN 00.33.9 (Yang 
et al. 1991). Within tllis nebula lies tile proposed binary 
FUor system, RNO 1B and RNO 1C (Staude & Neckel1991; 
Kenyon et al. 1993). The binary components are separated 
by 6" at PA-45°. Staude & Neckel (1991) first identified the 
heavily extincted RNO 1B (Av-9 mag) as a FUor and sug-
gested tllat a nearby bright knot that tlley designated RNO 
1C might contain an even more deeply embedded star. This 
knot was subsequently identified as a FUor (Kenyon et al. 
1993). Both objects lie witllin the positional error bars of 
IRAS 00338+6312 (L-680L 0 ) and are associated with 
water masers (Fiebig et al. 1992). 
Single dish ammonia observations reveal a rotating core, 
-0.5X0.2 pc in size and elongated along PA 135°, around 
tile FUors (Estalella et al. 1993). Maps in the CO (1-+0), 
Hco+ (1-+0), and CO (3-+2) transitions indicate that tile 
driving source{s) for an energetic bipolar outflow, oriented at 
PA-45° and situated within 30° of the plane of tile sky, lie 
within this core (Snell et al. 1990; Yang et al. 1991; Evans 
et al. 1994). Infrared polarimetric imaging (Weintraub & 
Kastner 1993) suggests that tile source of the outflow is 
closer to the nominal position .of IRAS 00338+6312 than 
RNO 1B or RNO 1C. A VLA map of tile 3.6 em continuum 
emission also displays a peak within 1" of tile IRAS position 
and has been interpreted as confirming the presence of a 
driving source quite distinct from the FUors {Anglada et al. 
1994). 
Although -7" resolution aperture syntllesis images of CS 
(2-+1) show an intensity maximum near tile IRAS position, 
they lack tile sensitivity and spatial resolution to delineate 
structure reliably (Yang et al. 1993). To clarify the detailed 
structure of the L1287 core, and as part of a larger project to 
examine FUor characteristics (McMuldroch et al. 1993), we 
have undertaken a program of sensitive high resolution mil-
limeter and submillimeter observations using the Owens Val-
ley millimeter array and tile Caltech Submillimeter Observa-
tory, the results of which we describe below. 
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TABLE 1. CSO observations. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
Molecule Transition v PeakT FWHM Velocity fTdu Wings N Fc,.ol Fco2 FTMCI 
(GHz) (K) (kms-1) (kms-1) (K kms- 1) (cm-2) 
SiO 5->4 217.105 0.3 2.9 -15.7 0.7 ? 1(12) 1(·11) 5(·10) 2(-12) 
H2CO 3o,a _, 2o,2 218.222 3.1 4.1 -17.6 14.0 blue 1(14) 1(-9) 5(-8) 2(-8) 
CH30H ~ ->31 218.440 0.71 3.1 -17.4 2.3 4(14) 4(-9) 2(-7) 2(-9) 
H2CO ~.2 _, 22,1 218.475 0.6 3.4 -16.9 2.6 2(14) 2(-9) 1(-7) 2(-8) 
clso 2->1 219.560 4.96 3.34 -18.3 20.0 no 2(16) 2(-7) 2(-7) 
so 56_, 4s 219.949 1.5 2.7 -17.2 6.0 blue 7(13) 7(-10) 4(-8) 5(-9) 
13CO 2->1 220.399 15.9 3.30 -18.6 69.0 blue 1(17) 1(-6) 5(-5) 1(-6) 
co 2->1 230.538 32.9 strong 
cs 7->6 342.883 1.9 3.3 -17.0 8.8 weak 2(14) 2(-9) 1(-7) 1(-8) 
co 3->2 345.796 25.8 strong 
HCN 4->3 354.505 2.5 5.2 -16.4 15.5 yes 1(14) 1(-9) 5(-8) 2(-8) 
Hco+ 4->3 356.734 8.8 yes 
Notes to TABLE 1 
(1) The fractional abundance relative to H2 derived using the C180 column density. (2) The fractional abundance relative to H2 
derived using the CO column density. 
2. OBSERVATIONS 
2.1 CSO Observations 
Observations of the core of L1287, encompassing RNO 
1B, RNO 1C, and IRAS 00338+6312, were acquired with 
the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) on Mauna 
Kea, Hawaii, in 1991 July. The facility 230 and 345 GHz SIS 
heterodyne receivers were used in conjunction with the CSO 
500 and 50 MHz bandwidth acousto-optical spectrometers 
(Ellison & Miller 1987; Ellison et al. 1989). Calibration was 
accomplished by the standard chopper wheel method, while 
main beam efficiencies were calculated to approximately 
20% accuracy from measurements of Jupiter. At 230 and 345 
GHz, the beamwidths were 31" and 21" (FWHM), with main 
beam efficiencies of 0.52 and 0.58, respectively. All tempera-
tures quoted in the paper have been corrected for these main 
beam efficiencies. Position switching to a reference position 
10' west of RNO 1B produced the least contaminated base-
lines. Pointing was checked regularly on planets and nearby 
point sources; absolute positions are accurate to within 10", 
relative positions within the maps to -5". 
Several molecular species were detected towards RNO 1B 
in the 230 and 345 GHz bands and are listed in Table 1. 
Spectra were acquired for the CO (2->1), C180 (2-.1), SiO 
(5->4), SO (56-.45), HCN (4->3), CH30H (42-.31), HCO+ 
(4--+3), H2CO (30,3--+20,2), and H2CO (32,2->2z,1) rotational 
transitions. In addition, 13CO (2-. 1) emission at 220 GHz 
was mapped at half beam spacings over a region -45"X45" 
in size. More extensive maps, -80"X80'', also sampled at 
half beam spacings, were made of the CO (3--+2) and CS 
(7--+6) emission. Due to their small Einstein A coefficients, 
CO and 13CO trace relatively cold, low density gas while CS, 
with its higher dipole moment, delineates higher density gas. 
2.2. OVRO Observations 
Aperture synthesis mapping of the J = 1--+0 transition of 
12CO and the 1=2->1 transition of CS at v=115.271 and 
97.981 GHz, respectively, was carried out using the Owens 
Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO) millimeter-wave array 
between 1991 April and 1993 May. Observations at 115.272 
GHz employed three 10.4 m diameter telescopes while the 
97.981 GHz maps utilized four telescopes. Each telescope 
was equipped with an SIS receiver, cryogenically cooled to 4 
K, producing typical overall system temperatures of 520 K 
(SSB) at 115 GHz and 320 K (SSB) at 98 GHz. 
During the CO observations, two filter banks of 32X1 
MHz and 32X50 kHz provided velocity resolutions of 2.6 
and 0.13 km s-1• The CS spectral line observations used a 
digital correlator configured to provide velocity resolutions 
of 1.53 and 0.38 km s-1• In both instances, the bandpass was 
centered on the cloud velocity of -18.3 km s-1 (Torrelles 
et al. 1983), while simultaneous continuum observations 
were obtained in a broadband channel of effective width 
-375 MHz. 
The phase and amplitude gains ~ere calibrated by observ-
ing the quasar 0212+735 at 25 min intervals, and the abso-
lute flux scale was established from measurements of Nep-
tune and Uranus. Maps were generated from calibrated 
visibility data using the NRAO AlPS software package. Po-
sitional accuracy is ±2". Maximum unprojected baselines of 
140 m north-south and 200 m east-west gave a uniform 
weighted synthesized beam of 3~8X2~7, PA 90°, at 98 GHz 
and a naturally weighted beam of 7~8X4~8, PA 85°, at 115 
GHz. For these beams, TB=1 K corresponds to 0.41 and 
0.08 Jy/beam. The phase center of the maps is a 
(1950)=00h33m52.11", 8 (1950)= +63°12'24~0. the position 
of RNO 1B (Staude & Neckel 1991). 
3. CSO RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Table 1 lists the line parameters and integrated fluxes of 
molecular species observed toward RNO 1B/1C with the 
CSO. Dashes indicate where spectra are seriously affected by 
self-absorption or outflow. The presence of wing emission is 
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FIG. 1. A map of the CS (7-+6) emission integrated between VISR=-24 to 
-12 km s-t. Contours begin at 8 K and are separated by 1 K. The inset 
shows the CS spectrum in the region of peak emission. A cross 4" in size 
marks the position of the VLA source while an ellipse indicates the range of 
positional uncertainty for IRAS 00338+6312. Crosses 6" in size mark the 
positions of RNO 1B and RNO 1C. 
indicated in column 8, where a question mark indicates too 
low a signal-to-noise ratio to detect outflow signatures. The 
velocity of peak flux is indicated in column 6; molecules 
with low critical densities, such as CO and its isotopes, peak 
at --18.3 km s-\ while species with higher critical densi-
ties have maxima between -17.6 and -15.7 km s-1. Where 
collisional cross sections were available, column densities 
and fractional abundances were calculated using an LVG 
code. Otherwise, an LTE code in the optically thin regime 
was employed. 
3.1 The Cloud Core 
Contours in Fig. 1 show the CS {7--+6) emission inte-
grated over the velocity range -24 to -12 km s-1• Contours 
begin at 20% of the peak flux of 13 K km s - 1 and are sepa-
rated by 10%. Emission is marginally resolved in the 21" 
beam. The peak is displaced -4" southwest of the IRAS 
position and -12" northwest of RNO 1C. As the spectrum 
inset in Fig. 1 shows, the line peaks at a velocity of -17.0 
km s-1. Excitation of the CS {7--+6) transition requires den-
sities in excess of 106 cm-3, so that the observations trace a 
high density core surrounding the FUors displaced from the 
bulk cloud velocity of -18.3 by 1.3 km s-1• We therefore 
adopt -17.0 km s-1 as the systemic velocity of the core 
containing the FUors. 
The spectra of most species, apart from the CO isotopes, 
also peak near -17.0 kms-1 implying an origin within the 
CS core. Calculations utilizing an LVG code and the ratio of 
the H2CO line pair indicate a kinetic temperature, T kin, of 
30-40 K. At these temperatures, the ratio is only weakly 
356 
dependent on density, making this a particularly useful tem-
perature diagnostic (cf. Jansen et al. 1993; van Dishoeck 
et al. 1993a, b; Mangum & Wootten 1993). LTE calculations 
yield similar values, 30-50 K. Columns 10 and 11 in Table 1 
list the range of fractional abundances for each molecular 
species, determined by dividing species column density by 
the molecular hydrogen column density of the cloud and of 
the outflow, respectively. In column 10, lower limits are de-
rived by dividing by the molecular hydrogen column density 
estimated from C180 measurements which trace the total 
mass in the core and surrounding cloud, assuming a canoni-
cal abundance C180/H2 =2X10-7 (Chackerian & Tipping 
1983). In column 11, upper limits are derived by dividing by 
the molecular hydrogen column density estimated from the 
CO (3--+2) wing column density of 2X1017 cm-2, using 
12CO/H2=10-4 (Chackerian & Tipping 1983) and assuming 
that emission originates entirely from outflowing gas. For 
comparison, column 12 lists fractional abundances for the 
cold core TMC 1 (van Dishoeck et al. 1993a, b, and refer-
ences therein). In calculating the core mass, we adopt a CS 
abundance ratio typical of dense cores and intermediate be-
tween our two derived extremes of CS/H2=1X10-8 {Irvine 
et al. 1987). For T kin=35 K, we calculate a core column 
density of 2.0X1022 cm-2 in the optically thin limit, leading 
to a core mass, A core, of 2.6 A0. 
Figure 2 displays the 12CO, 13CO, and C180 (2--+ 1) spec-
tra at the position of RNO lB. The CO (and HCO+) spec-
trum shows a self-absorption minimum centered at -17.0 
km s-1, suggesting absorption is associated with a lower ex-
citation cocoon surrounding the core seen in the CS {7--+6) 
map. This feature is not observed in lower spatial resolution 
CO spectra (Yang et al. 1991), consistent with a localized 
absorbing layer. 
3.2 Cloud Characteristics 
Due to their low critical densities, ncri1-103 cm-3, emis-
sion from the 1=2--+1 transition of nco and C180 mol-
ecules probably traces the ambient, larger-scale cloud struc-
ture. In both species, the spectra peak near -18.3 km s - 1• 
Linewidths are about 2.7 km s-1 away from RNO 1B/1C, 
increasing to 3.4 km s-1 in the direction of the FUors. From 
the ratio of nCO/C180 peak brightness temperatures, we es-
timate the C180 optical depth, Tc1BQ, is 0.4. LVG calcula-
tions, using the C180 line parameters 42" away from the core 
center, yield a cloud column density of 5 X 1022 em - 2, assum-
ing a standard abundance ratio of C180/H2=2X10-7 {Chack-
erian & Tipping 1983). 
3.3 Outflow Characteristics 
In Fig. 2, the strong wing emission in 12CO is not evident 
in C180, while nco exhibits only a weak blueshifted wing. 
Comparison of co and C180 spectra suggests inner velocity 
boundaries to the, outflow wings of -20 and -15 km s-\ 
excluding velocities effected by self-absorption, and similar 
to estimates based on CO (3--+2) measurements at 21" reso-
lution (Evans et al. 1994). To investigate the outflow further, 
we mapped the CO {3--+2) line at 10" spacings over the 
region where wings were clearly evident. Emission was de-
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FIG. 2. Une emission in CO, 13CO, and C180 (2--> 1) as detected at the CSO. Temperatures have been corrected for main beam efficiencies. 
tected only between -37 and -3 km s-1 to a 3ulimit of0.9 
K. Self-absorption is clearly evident between -19.5 and 
-15 km s-1• In Fig. 3, broken contours depict the blue-
shifted CO (3--.2) component integrated over the velocity 
range -37 to -20 km s-1• Solid contours delineate the 
weaker redshifted emission integrated between -15 and -3 
km s-1• Taken together, the blue and redshifted CO (3-->2) 
emission regions trace a bipolar outflow extending ~90" tip 
to tip along PA ~45°. The morphology is similar to that 
observed in CO (1--.0) maps (Snell et al. 1990; Yang et al. 
1991) and in the less completely sampled CO (3--.2) obser-
63 13 15 co (3-->2) 
! 
- 12 45 
003400 33 58 56 54 52 50 
RIGHT ASCENSION (1950) 
F10. 3. A map of the CO (3-->2) emission observed at the CSO. Broken 
contours depict the blueshifted emission, peak 149 K km s-'. integrated 
between velocities of -37 and -20 km s - 1• Solid contours depict the red-
shifted emission, peak 114 K km s -I, integrated between velocities -15 and 
-3 km s - 1• In both cases, contours begin at 50 K km s - 1 and are spaced by 
20 Kkms-1• 
vations of Evans et al. (1994). The positions of IRAS 00338 
+6312, RNO 1C, and RNO 1B are located between the red-
shifted and blueshifted emission peaks, implying, as 
expected, that one of them is the driving source of the out-
flow. 
Following Scoville et al. (1986), we calculate the mass in 
each outflow lobe from the equations 
J 12 (Tx+0.93) N(CO)d0=4.75X10 e 22.34/Tx 
X( 1_:coTco) J J TMB dv dO (1) 
and 
Here, fiT MB dv dO is the integrated line intensity 
summed over the solid angle dO for which emission is ap-
parent, and has values of 2.1X10-6 and 3.6X10-6 
K km s-1 sr-1 for the blue and red wings, respectively. Tx is 
the excitation temperature; T is the optical depth; J.L is the 
mean molecular weight; mH2 is the mass of molecular hydro-
gen; D is the source distance in kiloparsecs, and X(CO) is 
the CO abundance relative to hydrogen. We adopt 
X(CO)=l0-4 (Chackerian & Tipping 1983) and an average 
excitation temperature of 15 K, the typical kinetic tempera-
ture in the outflow. A 5 K temperature difference corresponds 
to an approximate 20% change in mass. Optical depths of 9.2 
and 3.1 for the blue and red wings are calculated from the 
C0/13CO (3--.2) brightness ratio (Evans et al. 1994), with 
resulting masses of 1.4 and O.Sv/60 . Using flux weighted 
average outflow velocities of -6.5 and +3.5 km s-1 relative 
to the systemic velocity, we estimate the momenta in the blue 
and red lobes to be 9.1 and l.Svl60 km s-1. 
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Flo. 4. Aperture synthesis maps of the 2.6 and 3.1 mm continuum emission observed toward RNO 1B/1C. Contours begin at the 2u level of 11 and 9 
mJylbeam at 2.6 and 3.1 mm, respectively, and are thereafter separated by 1u. An ellipse in the lower left comer denotes the size of the synthesized beam in 
all OVRO maps. 1n this and all subsequent maps, the error ellipse of the IRAS source position is omitted to minimize confusion. 
4. OWENS VALLEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 Continuum Emission in the Core 
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show maps of the 2.6 and 3.1 mm 
continuum flux in the vicinity of RNO 1B/1C. Extended flux 
is at low signal to noise levels at 3.1 mm and contaminated 
by sidelobes at 2.6 mm. Morphological differences between 
the two maps are strongly affected by the beam pattern since 
emission in the central core is only marginally resolved in 
each case, with a 7~0X4~0 (PA 37°) beam at 2.6 mm and a 
W:'4X8:'2 (PA -8°) beam at 3.1 mm. Within the positional 
errors of ±2", both the 2.6 mm peak of 26 mJy/beam and the 
3.1 mm peak of 29 mJy/beam coincide with RNO 1C. This 
strongly suggests that emission from RNO 1C dominates the 
emission pattern. High resolution maps of millimeter con-
tinuum emission are probably the most reliable way of iden-
tifying embedded thermal sources (cf. Sargent & Welch 
1994). 
VIA observations at >.=3.6 and 6 em revealed a source 
near the IRAS position with spectral index 1.5, typical of 
ionized gas (McCutcheon et al. 1991; Anglada et al. 1994). 
Extrapolation indicates that such free-free processes contrib-
ute less than 6 mJy at >.=3.1 mm. Our aperture synthesis 
maps therefore trace thermal dust emission. The concentra-
tion of dust towards RNO 1C suggests that this source is 
possibly the primary diiver of the outflow. 
Following Hildebrand (1983), the mass of molecular gas 
associated with RNO 1C can be calculated from the 2.6 and 
3.1 mm flux densities of 60±30 and 45±20 mJy, respec-
tively, using 
(3) 
where F Jy is the observed continuum flux density in J anskys, 
Amm is the observing wavelength in millimeters, T d is the 
dust temperature, and Kv is the mass opacity coefficient for 
the dust grains at frequency v. We assume a characteristic 
dust temperature of 50 K, slightly larger than our value for 
the core kinetic temperature of 35 K. Estimates of Kv can 
vary by over an order of magnitude. Here we adopt 
_ ( 0.25 mm) f3 
Kv-Ko A ' 
mm 
(4) 
with K0=0.1 cm2 gr-1 (Hildebrand 1983) and {3-1 (cf. 
Beckwith & Sargent 1991). Resulting masses are 1.1±0.6 
and 1.4±0.~0 at 2.6 and 3.1 mm. This value of Kv is 
conservatively high, giving lower limits to the mass sur-
rounding RNO 1C. Upper limits to the mass, using the same 
coefficients, at the positions of RNO 1B and the VIA source 
are 0.3 and 0.4J60 , at 2.6 and 3.1 mm, respectively. 
4.2 CO (1-+0) Maps 
Figures S(a)-S(d) show aperture synthesis CO (1-+0) line 
maps of the RNO 1C region at -5" resolution in the velocity 
ranges -44.2 to -31.2, -31.2 to -23.4, -23.4 to -18.2, 
and -15.6 to -5.2 km s-1. No flux was detected outside 
these velocity ranges to a 3u limit of 240 mJy/beam. At the 
highest blueshifted velocities, Fig. S(a), the peak flux is cen-
tered between RNO 1C and RNO 1B; at smaller blueshifted 
velocities, Figs. S(b) and S(c), emission extends away from 
the stars to the southwest. At low redshifted velocities seen 
in Fig. S(d), emission peaks to the northeast of RNO 1C. 
Taken together, these features form the blue and redshifted 
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FIG. 5. Maps of the CO (1--+0) emission observed by the OVRO integrated over the velocity ranges -44.2 to -31.2, -31.2 to -23.4, -23.4 to -18.2, and 
-18.2 to -5.2 km s-1. Contours begin at and are separated by 0.5 Jylbeam km s-1. 
components of the bipolar outflow. In our CSO CO (3---+2) 
maps, the blueshifted lobe also extends to the southwest and 
the redshifted lobe to the northeast, so that highly blueshifted 
CO (1---+0) emission is expected southwest of the driving 
source, reaffirming the central role of RNO 1C. Indeed, as 
shown in Fig. 5(c), emission near the core velocity peaks 
within the positional uncertainties at RNO 1C. Strong ex-
tended emission lies along PA 115°, approximately perpen-
dicular to the outflow. It is unclear from the present data if 
this is a disk-like structure or part of the outflow. 
The total integrated fluxes for each of the regions depicted 
in Figs. 5(a)-5(d) are 15, 233, 401, and 339 Jy km s-\ 
respectively. Following Scoville et al. (1986), the mass of H2 
implied in each case is given by 
_ 9 (Tx+0.93) ~=2.19X 10 5 53/t e . x 
(5) 
where f S v dv is the integrated flux density in units 
Jy km s-1 and the remaining parameters are as described for 
Eq. (1). As before, we adopt an excitation temperature for the 
outflow of 15 K and assume the emission is optically thin. 
We calculate minimum masses for the regions depicted in 
Figs. 5(a)-5(d) of 5x10-3, 0.08, 0.15, and 0.1~0 and 
associated momenta of 0.12, 0.85, 0.55, and 
0.67~0 km s-1, respectively. 
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km s-I, respectively. Contours in each map begin at 20% of the peak total integrated flux, 3.42 Jy/beam km s-I, and are separated by 10%. The greyscale 
image depicts the same emission for clarification. Heavy broken lines trace the blueshifted arcs described in the text while a solid line follows the redshifted 
arc. 
4.3 CS (2-->1) Emission ogy is roughly analogous to that in the CO (1-->0) map of 
Fig. 5(b). We infer the CS structure represents a denser com-
Emission from the CS (2-->1) rotational transition was ponent of the blueshifted outflow. In Fig. 6(b), a possible 
detected only between velocities of -30.6 and -10.6 km s-1 double arcuate structure lies to the southwest of the FUors; 
to a 30' limit of 26 mJy/beam. No high velocity gas corre- the more prominent arc is located about 25" from RNO 1C 
sponding to the CO (1-->0) emission seen in Fig. 5(a) was while a possible inner arc lies within 10". Redshifted emis-
observed. The contour and greyscale aperture synthesis maps sion shown in Fig. 6(c) peaks -5" north of RNO 1C and 
of Figs. 6(a)-6(c) show the CS integrated intensity at -3" may be the redshifted counterpart of the inner arc seen in 
resolution over the velocity ranges -30.6 to -22.9, -22.9 Fig. 6(b). Overall, the redshifted emission is less prominent 
to -16.8, and -16.8 to -10.6 km s-1. Figure 6(d) shows the than the blueshifted component. Indeed, our CSO observa-
total integrated CS (2--> 1) emission. The CS (2--> 1) emission tions demonstrate that the red outflow has a lower peak in-
peak is not coincident with the CS (7-->6) maximum (Fig. 1), tensity and is slightly more extended so that it may be re-
probably due to the lower resolution and greater positional solved out. Within 1 km s-1 of the systemic velocity, -17 
uncertainties of the CSO data. km s-1, emission also appears resolved out or possibly self-
At the highest observed blueshifted velocities, Fig. 6(a), absorbed. 
emission peaks -18" southwest of RNO 1C with a low in- Maps presented in Fig. 7 illustra~e the behavior of blue-
tensity region extending back toward the star. The morpho!- shifted CS emission between -22.32 and -18.11 km s-1 at 
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km s-1. The velocity of each channel is indicated in the upper right corner. Contours begin at the 3u level, 270 mJy/beam, and are thereafter separated by 2u. 
a velocity resolution of 0.38 km s-1. There is a condensation 
25" southwest of RNO 1C at the highest velocities. Ap-
proaching the systemic velocity, -17 km s - 1, this bifurcates 
forming a loop. Emission is also present -10" to the south 
and west of RNO 1C and forms a possible inner arc between 
velocities of -21.55 and -20.02 km s-1. At distances of 
-10"-25" (8.5-21.2X103 AU) from RNO 1C the observed 
velocity displacements are not consistent with rotation or 
infall. We suggest emission arises from outflowing gas. Be-
tween -19.64 and -18.49 km s-1, the morphology is domi-
nated by a dumbbell structure oriented perpendicularly to the 
outflow. For these velocities which are closer to the systemic 
value, it is difficult to ascertain whether emission arises from 
rotation, infall, or outflow. 
The mass of swept up gas can again be calculated ( cf. 
Scoville et al. 1986; Ohashi et al. 1991) using 
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(T +0.4) 
.A= 1 3 X 10-ll _x-.,-.,.,._ 
· e 7.1/Tx 
Tcs D~c J 
X (1-e Tcs) X(CS) Sv dv .A0' (6) 
where we use the same parameters as in for Eq. (5) but with 
a CS abundance ratio, X(CS), of 1 X 10-8 (Irvine et al. 1987). 
Assuming optically thin emission, we calculate masses of 
0.24, 1.20, and 0.94.A0 for the structures observed in each 
of the velocity ranges of Figs. 6(a)-6(c). Estimated masses 
and momenta for the outer and inner "arcs" are 0.58 and 
0.52J60 , and 2.20 and 2.08.A0 km s-1. 
5. DISCUSSION 
5.1 Chemistry 
Our CSO maps demonstrate that the FU Orionis binary 
system, RNO 1B/lC, is surrounded by a dense core, 1.8X104 
AU in size, of mass -3.A0 . Although the core is only 
weakly offset from the bulk cloud velocity, outflowing gas is 
kinematically quite distinct from the ambient cloud material. 
Mass estimates of the quiescent and outflowing components 
are provided by the C180 and 12CO 1=2--+1 lines, from 
which we derive the fractional abundance limits presented in 
Table 1. For comparison, this table also presents the abun-
dances found in the TMC 1 dark cloud. 
The abundances of most molecules, especially those not 
obviously associated with the outflow, are comparable to 
those in molecular cloud cores devoid of star formation. Cer-
tain species, notably CS, H2CO, and SO are weakly en-
hanced in the outflowing gas; by contrast, CH30H and SiO 
show enhancements larger than an order of magnitude. While 
the small enrichments may result from density and tempera-
ture enhancements caused by the outflow, the enhancements 
of SiO and CH30H are likely the result of chemical interac-
tions. 
Moderate enhancements in SiO and CH30H are not un-
usual in regions of outflow activity (cf. Bachiller & Gomez-
Gonzalez 1992; van Dishoeck et al. 1993a, b), where low 
velocity shocks can drive new reaction routes even for low 
luminosity sources. The refractory SiO molecule is most 
likely produced by sputtering or evaporation of dust grains in 
regions of directly shocked and entrained material. The high 
observed abundances of CH30H towards RNO 1B/1 C cannot 
be produced either by low temperature ion-molecule or gas 
phase shock chemistry (Sandell et al. 1994). However, grain 
mantle evaporation can provide the needed methanol (Blake 
et al. 1991); the increased velocity dispersion surrounding 
bipolar outflows may result in shorter grain-grain collision 
times at relatively low collision velocities, thereby increasing 
grain mantle evaporation rates without shattering the grains 
themselves (Blake et al. 1995). These two distinct processes 
of grain sputtering, as opposed to softer grain-grain colli-
sions, should have different spatial distributions. However, 
higher spatial resolution observations are required to inves-
tigate the RNO 1B/1C morphology further. 
362 
5.2 The Driving Source of the Outflow 
Aperture synthesis maps of the continuum emission at 2.6 
and 3.1 mm, shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), suggest a lower 
limit of 1.1.A0 for the mass around RNO 1C. Reprocessed 
radiation from the dust may account for the sharp rise in the 
RNO 1B/1C spectral energy distribution beyond 12 JLm 
(Kenyon et al. 1993). For a source -5000-7000 AU in size, 
a spherical dust distribution produces a visual extinction 
Av;;..50 mag (Spitzer 1978), much larger than the observed 
value of Av;.__12 mag (Staude & Neckel 1991). It seems 
likely that the dust is asymmetrically distributed, but the 
large size precludes a truly centrifugally supported circums-
tellar accretion disk. Since continuum emission appears mar-
ginally resolved at different beam sizes, we suggest that the 
material surrounding RNO 1C follows a power law density 
distribution (Ladd et al. 1991; Terebey et al. 1993). 
The location of RNO 1C at the peak of millimeter con-
tinuum emission, its central position between the peaks of 
the blue and redshifted outflow lobes [Figs. 5(a)-5(d)], and 
its association with the CS (2--+ 1) dumbbell structure (Fig. 
7), together indicate that the FUor is the driving source for 
the outflow in L1287. Infrared polarization measurements 
and centimeter continuum emission suggest a third more em-
bedded source near the IRAS position is possibly the driving 
source (McCutcheon et al. 1991; Weintraub & Kastner 1993; 
Anglada et al. 1994). However, the millimeter continuum 
peak is located -8" from the IRAS position, virtually exclud-
ing it as the outflow source, since millimeter continuum mea-
surements are probably the most accurate determinant of the 
position of an embedded object. We suggest that the infrared 
observations are sensitive to the dust geometry surrounding 
RNO 1C and are therefore affected by the outflow cavity 
structure. Moreover, the radio emission spectral index of 1.5 
is characteristic of free-free emission regions frequently ob-
served at moderate distances from energetic, outflow sources 
(McMullin et al. 1994). The error in the IRAS position easily 
includes both RNO 1B and RNO 1C. It is difficult to recon-
cile the spatial coincidence of the IRAS source, the centime-
ter emission peak, and pattern of polarization with our new 
observations. 
5.3 Outflow Structure 
High spatial resolution (3~8X2~7, PA 90°) maps of the CS 
(2--+ 1) emission reveal the high density structure of the 
L1287 outflow in Figs. 6(a)-6(d) and 7. We do not detect the 
axisymmetric offset in the outflow noted by Yang et al. 
(1993) and interpreted as evidence of helical structure. Over-
all, the emission pattern resembles a limb-brightened outflow 
cavity lying nearly in the plane of the sky. The morphology 
is consistent with CS emission tracing the cavity walls that 
have been compressed by the outflow wind and with the 
higher velocity CO emission tracing entrained low-density 
gas. 
In Fig. 8(a), contours of the blueshifted CO (1--+0) emis-
sion integrated between velocities -44.2 and -20.8 km s-1 
are shown, while in Fig. 8(b), contours trace the redshifted 
CO emission integrated between -15.6 and -5.2 km s-1. In 
both figures, a greyscale image shows the total integrated CS 
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(2--->1) emission which we believe traces the outflow cavity. 
The maximum blueshifted CO intensity occurs southwest of 
RNO 1C and extends to the southwest. Secondary peaks oc-
cur at the positions of the inner and outer arcs described in 
Sec. 4.3. By contrast, redshifted CO peaks at the position of 
the northern inner arc and extends to the northeast. Figures 
8(c) and 8(d) are position-velocity (PV) cuts through the 
blue and red lobes along lines AA' and BB', respectively. It 
is clear from Fig. 8(c), that gas over a wide velocity range 
contributes to the emission around RNO 1C labelled as Re-
gion 1. Across the southern inner arc, emission appears at 
velocities between --22 and -32 km s-1• Between the 
arcs, peak velocity linearly increases with distance from the 
source as marked by a dashed line. A similar although much 
weaker trend is apparent for the redshifted emission in Fig. 
8(d). 
Although outflow models predict the existence of cavities 
(Masson & Chemin 1993; Raga & Cabrit 1993; Chemin 
et al. 1994), few have been confirmed (Uchida et al. 1987; 
Moriarty-Schieven et al. 1987; Avery et al. 1990; Meyers-
Rice & Lada 1991). There is some suggestion that cavities 
around FUors may be more common (Moriarty-Schieven 
et al. 1987; McMuldroch et al. 1993). In terms of time scales 
and velocities characteristic of outflows, a FUor event is ex-
plosive and instantaneous. The inner and outer arcs traced in 
CS (2--->1) may be interpreted as dense gas swept up by two 
separate FUor outbursts. Material is driven at all velocities 
by an outburst, which becomes velocity sorted with increas-
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ing distance from the source, leading to the PV structures 
seen in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Gas swept up by the more recent 
outburst lies close to the source at all velocities, while veloc-
ity sorting of the gas swept up earlier has produced the ob-
served linear position-velocity relationship. Alternatively, 
the observed velocity pattern can be interpreted in terms of 
time-dependent collimated jet outflow models (Raga & Biro 
1993; Raga & Cabrit 1993), in which internal working sur-
faces propagate along a collimated jet entraining gas in the 
wake of a bowshock. These models produce cavity mor-
phologies comparable to those presented here and also yield 
radial velocities that increase away from the source. How-
ever, these models are for outflows with a time-dependent 
wind velocity rather than mass loss rate as is the case for 
FUors. 
The momenta of the cavity's inner and outer arcs, esti-
mated from measurements of CS (2--+ 1) emission, are 2.0 
and 2.1 A 0 km s-1, respectively, while the momenta of the 
CO (1--+0) outflow lobes are 1.6 and 1.0 A 0 km s-1. A 
classical FUor outburst la~ting 100 yr, with a wind velocity 
of 500 km s-1 and a mass loss rate of 10-4A 0 yr-1, imparts 
only ~0.5 A 0 km s - 1 of momentum. This suggests that if 
the arcs were formed by FUor activity then the outbursts 
were exceptionally energetic entraining ~4 A 0 km s-1. 
The present luminosity of Lbo1~1000 L 0 for RNO 1B/1C 
suggests the current outburst is also exceptionally energetic, 
assuming wind energy scales with accretion luminosity (Ca-
brit & Bertout 1992). 
Single dish CO (3--+2) observations yield an outflow life-
time of ~104 yr. The velocity dispersions seen in Figs. 8(c) 
and 8(d) suggest a repetition time scale of 4X 1lf yr, while 
dynamical age estimates of the arcs, made from CS observa-
tions assuming an inclination angle i=30°, yield lower 
bounds of 4X1lf and 1X104 yr. A maximum of three out-
bursts could have occurred in the lifetime of the outflow 
yielding ~12 A 0 km s-1 of momentum, approximately the 
total outflow momentum of 11 A 0 km s-1 (see Sec. 3.3). If 
the arcs are indeed caused by FUor activity, then FUor out-
bursts possibly dominate both outflow morphology and out-
flow energetics in this source. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have carried out sensitive high resolution millimeter 
and submillimeter observations of the FU Orionis binary sys-
tem RNO 1B/1C. CS (7--+6) measurements trace a dense 
core, 1.8X104 AU in size, mass ~3 A 0 , at VLSR=-17.0 
364 
km s-1. Fractional chemical abundances in this core, calcu-
lated from LVG and LTE codes, are largely similar to those 
in the cold core TMC 1. Enhancements in the SiO and 
CH30H abundances are consistent with a low velocity shock 
liberating grain mantle material to the gas phase. Indeed, 
observations of the CO (3--+2) emission delineate a bipolar 
outflow, oriented at PA 45°, with blueshifted emission lying 
to the southwest of RNO 1B/1C. 
Aperture synthesis observations of 2.6 and 3.1 mm con-
tinuum emission from the RNO 1B/1C core at TOX4~6 (PA 
62°) and 10:'4X8~2 (PA -8°) resolution lead us to conclude 
that RNO 1C is surrounded by a flattened dusty envelope, 
~5000 AU in size, with a minimum mass of 1.1 A 0 . The 
morphology of the CO (1--+0) aperture synthesis images also 
suggests RNO 1 C is possibly the driving source. A dumbbell 
structure oriented at 90° to the outflow axis and 3" southwest 
of RNO 1C is visible in CS (2--+1) images and further 
strengthens this interpretation. 
The CS (2--+1) interferometer maps are consistent with 
the presence of an outflow cavity lying nearly in the plane of 
the sky. 1\vo concentric arcs, 8X1lf and 8X103 AU from 
RNO 1C, are apparent in blueshifted emission, although only 
the inner arc has a redshifted counterpart. The gas velocity 
structure is consistent with formation by two energetic FU 
Orionis outbursts, 4X103 and 1X104 yr ago. The time be-
tween outbursts, ~5 X 103 yr, is comparable to previous esti-
mates based on source frequency statistics of 2X 103 yr. Each 
outburst may have imparted ;;;.4 A 0 km s-1 to the outflow 
implying a mass loss rate of A~10-4.,/60 yr-1 for a 500 
km s-1 wind lasting 100 yr. It appears that while young pre-
main sequence stars are in the FU Orionis stage, outbursts 
may possibly dominate both outflow morphology and ener-
getics. 
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